The baby was swinging yesterday.

pāpa  ninna  ūyala  ūgutū  unḍindi.

Notes:

వడ వచచనద నననన మననన did he come yesterday or the day before?

వడ బహకలము నుండ from a long time. n. A poor's box. ఉండ or హండ. (q. v.)

వడ ఉండపవ, శషంచు 7. To have.

వడ ఉనన మట యద this is the fact. ఉననటుటండ suddenly, just as they were. ఉననరు they are; ఉననరూప the true form, the reality.

వడ ఉననటరతర last night.

వడ ఇంటల ఉననడ is he at home?

వడ తండర బగ ఉననడ is your father well?

వడ అకకడ ఉననర are they there?

ఊగు (CP Brown Dict p. 0173) [ ūgu ] or ఊగడ or ఊగులడ ūgu. [Tel.] v. n. To be agitated or shaken, to swing, to wag, roll.

ఊగడు (CP Brown Dict p. 0148) [ uṇḍi ] uṇḍi. [Tel. from ణ్డ ణ్డ] Past p|| of ఉండ. (An affix) by, through or from మదలుకన.

ఊగడ ఉండ హండ inflated, filled.

ఊగడ ఉండపవ to remain as a surplus.

ఊగడ ఉండపవ సరసపక to keep a feast.

ఊగడ ఉండపవ వజయదశమ ఉండనరు they kept the Vijaya Dasami feast.